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Editorial Note

tffiEia is like a grammar lesson, the present is tense and the past was perfect. ARFR9 has defacto retrersed this order by making the present perfect and the past tense and hopeful that thefuture could be stifl better.

ARFRo has been an apolitical organization from the very inception and will continue to be so inthe future too. This is one of the main reasons for the growing trust and friendliness amongst
our members

whilst in service we had our own differences, our own ambitions which had now become
history' There were not very many opportunities on a regular basis for the officers of the three
services to meet and greet each othel socially interact with each other and develop the much
needed brotherhood.

ARFRo provides a conducive and an ideally suited platform to meet this unmet demand and our
experience shows an increasing trend of mutuat understanding and cordiality at every time we
meet' The enthusiasm and the positive attitudes of the very senior members of the organization
giving the younger generation that much needed encouragement make us feel proud of them.

Another noteworthy feature was that these men of valor and repute, never criticized, never
complained, never compared and were contended with whatever was offered whilst we also
found that it was the very same peopre joining us in all our endeavors.

Whilst we are happy in one waY, we can't yet be satisfied with the numbers joining us in
comparison to the numbers retiring from the three services.

Researchers have shown that the inevitable aging process can be slowed to some extent if we
make purselves active as much as possible. We consider this as another objective of ARFRO and
have been providing opportunities for our membership to get away from the routine daily
chores and enjoy themselves on a routine basis.

We earnestly look forward for more new blood to flow in the coming year for the senior
members to get into the rare seat. We are continuing with the welfare measures for the NOK of
those who have left us and have been able to meet their demands to the best of our abilities.

One cannot collect all the beautiful shells on the beach. One can collect only a few and they are
more beautiful if they are few

-Anne Morrow Lindbergh, Gift From the Sea (Chatto & Windus )
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It is with deep sorrow that we record the demise of
MajGen HS Hapuarachchi and

Air Cmdre BES Fernando



DESHAMANYA GENERAL DENNIS PERERA
MEMORIAL ORATION

PROFESSIONALISM AND GENERAL DESHAMANYA DENNIS PERERA:
AN INSEPARABLE LINK

(Lt Gen Daya Rathnayake WWV RWp RSp USp)

secretary to the Ministry of Defence and urban Development,
Mr Gotabaya Rajapaksa.
Vice Cha ncel lor; Kota lawe la Defe n ce U n iversity,
Maj Gen. Milinda Peiris,
The President ARFRO, Adm. H S Rathnakeerthi and
Senior Officers,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen.

distinguished mem bers.

I consider it an honour and privilege to deliver this
keynote address at the Memorial Oration of an
Officer and gentleman unmatched, in the Sri Lanka
Army. Today's topic, "professionalism in the Army,,,
is in my opinion very relevant, as we strive to make
the Army more professional and build on its
successes in the recent past.

The 19th of May 2009, signifies one of the
most important milestones in the history of Sri
Lanka as the country's Armed Forces were able to
defeat one of the most ruthless separatist organi-
sations in the world, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE). The defeat of the LTTE revitalised the
hopes and dreams of all people in Sri Lanka, and

. closed the chapter on one of the bloodiest periods
of the island's history. The victory over the LTTE
could be also regarded as one of the highest indica-
tors of professionalism displayed by the Sri Lanka
Army.

ln order to achieve this victory, the men and
women of the Sri Lanka Army made endless sacri-
fices, particularly in the large stages of the conflict
in which the need of the hour was to rescue the
innocent civilians trapped by the LTTE in the war
zone. ln this long drawn battle against terrorism,
the professionalism displayed by the Army cannot
be overpraised. All of the sacrifii:es made were for
the unity and peace of the motherland.

Achieving what was once thought impossible by
many, will definitely be a moment of truth in the
history of the Sri Lanka Army. yet, I reiteiate that if
not for the firm and uncompromising leadership
given by His Excellency the president as the Com-

mander in Chief, the valuable guidance of the
Secretary, Ministry of Defence and Urban Develop-
ment, and the commitment shown by all of the
Armed Forces, which worked as a team with a
singular objective, the success of this mission of
ending terror from Sri Lanka would have been
uncertain.

This success achieved by the Sri Lanka Army has a
close association to today,s topic as Gen. Dennis
Perera, former Commander of the Army is credited
with laying the foundation of a professional Army. I

am certain that Gen. perera was very proud of this
triumph over terrorism in May 2009.

Gen Perera led a very small, peace time Army of
about t2,5OO Officers and Other Ranks. Howeve4
his personality, vision, leadership, character and
humane qualities gave him the reputation of a
visionary leader, and won him the admiration of
many who joined in later years. His greatest contri-
bution to the Sri Lanka Army was taking certain
measures that would become the foundations of a
professional Army. Gen perera is credited for
substantiating the pay of Officers and Other Ranks,
understanding the need of the hour.

It is perfinent to understand how his vision
reinforced professionalism in the Sri Lanka Army.
Gen Perera as the Commander of the Army strove
to develop combat efficiency in the Army, to
encounter future threats to the country. Combat
efficiency or the ability to fight, consists of a
Conceptual Component which is the thought
process, a Moral Component or the ability to get
people to fight and a physical Component that is
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rilErrs to fight. He address all these relevant
dich paid great dividends in the later years.

the depth of his thought process;

safuty say, he envisaged the future require-
and took measures to develop the Concep-

&rnponent of the Army. The pinnacle of his

bwards developing thought process was the
of the Sri Lanka Military Academy

Sir John Kotelawala Defence Academy
r*rich has now become a world class

University.

I should emphasise how he envisioned
an essential institute for fostering a spirit of

amongst officers of the three armed
Lrs while providing them tertiary level educa-
The yision was to facilitate 'jointness" during
seryioe in the Armed Forces. The depth of his

b exemplified by the fact that the "together-
of fficers from the three armed services
ontributed to the success of military oper-
in later years.

the importance of the Moral Component
e profussional Army, Gen Perera took a few

steps to boost up preparation, enthusi-
md the inspiration to fight. He conceptualized
i*iated action to introduce, design and award

Awards as well as Awards for distin-

-rvice in the armed forces of Sri Lanka.

b*o credited with formulating and introduc-
lheDress Codes and ceremonial procedures of
ftruy. He emphasised the need to have a

appearance and insisted that pride in

ras a fundamental need to uplift morale
rcldiers. Such measures promoted
ethos, self-esteemandtraditions.

*le to bring back lost glamour to the Rank

Iie through the re-introduction of Colour
the Award of Colours and Mess Functions

ft routine of the Army.

ln order to improve the Physical Compo-
d the Army, Gen. Perera emphasised on

and restructuring the organization
dl:Arrry and raising new units to meet future

Raising the first ever squadron of
and raising the Women's Corps made

9i lanka Army more combat oriented and a

Gen Perera saw the future in a broader
perspective, which enabled him to see the need for
expansion and professionalism in what was then a

small organisation. As the Commander, he was
instrumental in re-introducing overseas training
and overseas courses. Starting with lndia and

Pakistan, he was able to re-negotiate with the
United Kingdom and the United States followed by
Malaysia and Bangladesh to have Officers sent on

Staff College courses as well as other training
courses for both senior and junior Officers.

He was able to negotiate with the Ministry of
Defence to obtain substantial allowances for
Officers when they left for foreign training. The
allowances were brought on par with the allowanc-
es given to other government officials. Moreover,
he encouraged Officers to take their spouses along
with them.

ln later years, Gen. Perera was involved in
educating Officers at the Staff College and at
Kotelawela Defence Academy. He stressed on one
aspect; that Soldiers belong to the 'Profession of
Arms' a fact that he strived to instil amongst the
young Officers of the Army. Another matter he

stressed on was that professionalism must be an

essential trait in the Army. One of his aspirations
for the Army in this regard was for Officers to be

recognised by society as professionals.

A professional in any field ought to possess the
basic qualities and characteristics of that profes-

sion, which can only be acquired through
prolonged education and experience. ln the Army,
professionalism entails extreme levels of commit-
ment, discipline as well as skills along with commu-
nication, experience, responsibility and ethics,
apart from conventional qualities and characteris-
tics necessary to become a professional. This marks
the difference between professional soldiers and

other professionals.

Profession of Arms is guided by a code of ethics,
which tells the soldier what is right and wrong
when making decisions. This culture inculcates
altruism; that is, selfless service to the nation. lt
encourages continues assessment, learning and
development which together enable the Army to
be an adaptive, learning profession. Army profes-

sionals should be fully committed to do more than
a job. A soldier is not motivated by financial
aspects but the by will to work for society and

country. All this contributes to making soldiering a

very different profession from most others.

equal organization.
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Samuel Huntington describes Military
Professionalism in a slightly different angle, which
has certain similarities to our understanding.
H u nti ngton states that professiona lism d isti ngu ish-
es the military Officer of today from the warriors of
bygone ages. He cites three characteristics; Exper-
tise, Responsibility and Corporateness that distin-
guish military profession as a special type of voca-
tion.

According to Huntington, a professional "is
an expert with a specialized knowledge and skills in
a significant field of human endeavour." A profes-
sional has two essential qualities: a broad educa-
tion which is imparted by the institutions in society
and specialized knowledge and skills that are given
by the institution of the profession itself.

Huntington asserts that a particular exper-
tise of a military Officer is the direction, operation
and control of a human organization whose prima-
ry function is the application of violence. Although
the military contains many varieties of specialists,
the management of violence is the skill of the
military, not shared with any civilian groups. This is
universal and is not affected by changes in time or
location.

The second characteristic of a professional

soldier is Social Responsibility. A soldier performs a

service that is crucial to the functioning of society.
As far as a military Officer is concerned, the prima-
ry responsibility is the protection of society and the
state. He or she is motivated through the code of
ethics grounded in customs and traditions rather
than financial compensation. lt constitutes the
driving force of the Soldier's conduct and sets apart
the military professional from a mercenary or any
other.

The third distinguished characteristic is

Corporateness; which is unity and consciousness
among members that they belong to a distinct
body which has formal standards of professional

competency.

Today, the Sri Lanka Army stands between
the end of a protracted internal conflict and an era

of reconciliation and development. The entire
organization is undergoing a close scrutiny. Some

believe that reorganizing the military structure is

what the country needs to fuel a recovery from the
ills brought about by 30 years of conflict. ln this
context, the professionalism of the Army is import-

ant to verify and substantiate sucf ideas and to
bring out the best of this organization to serve the
nation with its diverse capabilities.

A modern and well versed soldier is a practitioner
of the Profession of Arms in much the same way
that a Doctor is a practitioner of the profession of
medicine. Specific technical and tactical knowl-
edge, institutions peculiar to itself and an educa-
tional system with career patterns adapted to
specific needs, characterize the Profession of Arms
that serves a collective client, the Nation.

As Huntington brought out, true expertise of
military professionals lie not in the generation of
violence, but in the management of that violence
for constructive purposes. The post conflict context
in Sri Lanka demands even more from a soldie4 as
he belongs to a disciplined and a reputed organiza-
tion which has earned the respect and regard of
the people of his country.

The Challenges that Sri Lanka faces in the post
conflict scenario calls for continuous efforts to
foster professionalism. Though threat perception
has changed dramatically in the post conflict situa-
tion, the Army needs to maintain the highest level
of vigilance to curb any attempts to revive terror-
ism and disrupt the peace that now exists through
out the land. Therefore, the Army will have
continue to remain vigilant about this possi

and take measures to prevent such move
from emerging in the future.

As mandated by the Army Act, the Sri Lanka
should continue its role in assisting the civil
tion and authorities to maintain essential
during civil unrest, as we practised throughout
conflict. Even in the present time, changing cl
patterns have made natural disasters
common leading to a role for the military.
management has in fact become a major task
modern Armies world over, thus demanding
tional competencies and capabilities.

It is not only these tasks that demand the
play a dynamic role; our country's
drive to become the Wonder of Asia also
certain non-combat skills of the Army in s
national development. Such tasks and
inform us of the need to acquire a wide
skills in diverse trades which go beyond
military roles.

t2

The Sri Lanka Army has to place em



and its Future as we envision a

competent, technologically
rd more adaptable force; capable of

Ure nrious military civic actions of
r|*t preserving our core competen-

Ett warfare. The Sri Lanka Army has

On requirement of making our men and

orwersant with futuristic warfare to

rith this noble aspiration; the vision of
b to strive and achieve the highest of

standards in all aspects at all times to
nnlmal security needs and civil military

of the nation.

soldier devotes a considerable propor-
ffitareer to formal training; perhaps more

{hn fin my other professional. lf the desired

tffilfm military expertise is ever to be

ffi and sustained, the military training
r#Im hduding basic and subsequent training
ilffifif &esenior level military learning will have

h,mm a key role. Having understood this; the
r' ttirilfiile Arnry has embarked on an lnfrastructure
I #drylgrt program to suit the present and

hriluqrirements of the Army.

rlffifrE Command was established to provide
llmird guidance and supervision of training.
lffimffirmore, the upgrading of training establish-
rffir analgamation, relocation and raising the
ruur@fte institutions even to the level of degree
mrdftg institutes and proposed Centralised
hndtTraining Centre are some of the major steps
lmrilltdrdrection.

Xlhd*, the Sri Lanka Army is no doubt one of the
ffiaperienced Armies in CounterTerrorism and

'6i,@rmmr Insurgency warfare in the world. Our
um*rtise along with a wealth of experience has

mln the admiration of many other armies. Our
fub enhance interaction between armies and

mmllrilote greater cooperation in the spheres of
{mtruC interest have paid dividends. A number of
luurmtri€s from the region and beyond have sought
ulluilrry opportunities in Sri Lanka. Events hqsted

m Mtn Sri Lanka Army such as the Defence Seminar
lrmrc become internationally accepted military
crer4rts.

rm dm present context; the Army alone will not be

de to act decisively and achieve desired goals by
G own; therefore "jointness" has become the

keyword in modern military learning. The Sri Lanka

Army too is looking at this aspect seriously and
working with our sister services more closely to
bridge any gaps that exist between each other.
Joint exercises conducted have produced excellent
results and more of such joint activities are
required to improve and substantiate the working
relationship.

The morals and values of life are different in the
case of different individuals. To Gen Perera, profes-
sionalism meant leading by example. He believed
in military ethics, knowing they show and guide us

to understand the difference between right and
wrong and distinct good from bad. Good Soldiering
and Professionalism are inseparable for a soldier's
a way of life.

Military professionalism is a totality which forms
the basis for how individuals, groups and the
military itself act to perform its job.

There can be no skill without the discipline to train.
There can be no adherence to discipline without
the commitment to endure.
There can be no commitment without disciplined
skills to complete the mission.

These factors are interrelated thus one cannot exist
without the other. The Sri Lanka Army has always
striven to maintain the highest of standards in
every activity, be it in combat or any other duty
called upon by the nation.

I would like to end my speech with this quote from
the great Chinese Strategist Sun Tzu, which clearly
illustrates our great military values which cannot
be found in any other profession.

"Regard your soldiers as your children, and they
will follow you into the deepest valleys.

Look on them as your own beloved sons, and they
willstand byyou even unto death!"

- Sun Tzu

Thank you.
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RANAVIRU FAMILY COUNSELLING AND SUPPORT
SERVICE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FLAG RANK

OFF!CERS

Major General (Dr) KDP PERERA USP
(Project Chairman of Ranaviru Family Counseling and Support Service)

lillhn pear 2014 had been a very productive and successful year for the Ranaviru Family Counseling and
llrlmon Service (RFCSS). A one day awareness workshop on etiquette and training programme on self
uttmlofiorment projects conducted in Colombo and a field visit to the Galle Harbour were the two main
fHEll"l(s carried out in 201.4. Over 230 war widows and their children participated in each of these
mmqlraa.tmes.

'llllffie *orkshop on conventional code of conduct (etiquette) applicable to war widows and children was
co:ltrdtlcted by Mrs Thiru Wijamanne at the auditorium of Ex-Servicemen's Association on 30th June
&D14 Anrother training programme on manufacturing various types of candles was also conducted
,rmfuiately afterwards with material provided by the RFCSS office. Over 230 war widows with their
Cnhnrren from Colombo, Galle, Kurunegala, Kandy and Anuradhapura districts participated in the work-
srm6 & training programme. Morning tea and lunch were provided by RFCSS.

-g.':ting the oil lamp A war widow at the opening ceremony

ln progress

15

nlrcSS members at the workshop
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The grouP at Galle harbour On board

,l:

Candle manufacturing I I rE I rr ror Hr L

The field visit to Galle harbour to watch whales and Dolphins in the southern coastal sea area was

arranged on 5th January 2015 by the Navy southern command' The war widows and children belonging

to the three services and from different districts of the isrand numbering over 250 participated in the sea

journey. we were able to see a few whales and a group of Dolphins' lt was a memorable day for the

groupandaveryrareoccasionbeingabletoenjoyalou,.n"ybynavalvessel.TheentiretripWaSarranged
on a complimentary basis on instruitions from the Commander of the Navy' A Morning snack was also

provided by the Navy. The runch was provided by RFCSS with the assistance from ARFR.. A few ARFR.

members also participated in this endeavour'

i

I

The final product

On the waY!
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Kandy Group Colombo Group

Galle GroupKurunegala Group Galle Group

Viru Daru Diriya an organization in Australia up to now has provided over 30 scholarships to children of
war widows, residing in different parts of Sri Lanka.

Analytical lnstruments (Pvt) Ltd had been providing scholarships for four students reading to O and A
level examinations and annually they invite the students in December to assess their progress and award
gifts in the presence of the company staff members. The scholars receive Rs 3000.00 per month and
these moneys are credited to their respective savings accounts.

Awarding gifts to three children by the staff of Analytical lnstruments(Pvt) Ltd.

Concluding Remarks

RFCSS is looking forward to expand the scholarship scheme with the support of ARFRO and well-wishers.
ln future, RFCSS plans to have more training programmes in self employment projects and also field
visits. We are also anticipating a grant from Ranaviru Seva Authority for our future projects and
expansion of activities. We also have plans to collect funds by staging a Drama or musical show.

We welcome any contribution from our members in improving the RFCSS office, located at SLMP

Regiment, which has the facility to host small meetings.

I thank the President and executive committee members of ARFRO for supporting the RFCSS activities.

L7



Arficles

The views expressed in this particulor section of the journal dre those of the outhors ond do not
necessdrily reflect the olliciol policy or position of the ARFRO. The maiority of anicles hdve been

submitted by ARFRO members and a few articles ol military vdlue hove been obtoined from the
internet where there are no copyrights restrictions,
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CYBER WARFARE
By Major General (Retired) W J T K Fernando

(BSc, M|EE, M|ERE, MB|M. psc te)

"l don't know what kind of weapons will be
used in the third world war, assuming there
will be a third world war. But I can tell you
what the rourth---'il':Jil#:]l be rought

Albert Einstein

It was Richard A. Clarke, a former "counter-terrorist specialist" and an expert on
cyber-security, who provided a commonly accepted description of "cyberwarfare": namely "Actions by a nation-state
penetrate another nation's computers or networks for the purposes of causing damage or disruption." Although it has
argued that a notion of cyber warfare does not have too much in common with real war, (Schneier 2010) one must
that the term cyber war still fits into Carl von Clausewitz' definition of war which states

"War is thus an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will.',
(Clausewitz et al., 1984)

Therefore, there is no doubt that cyberwar is not an equal type of warfare compared to air, land and
warfare but with modern developments of technology could well prevent the use of weapons of
types by interfering with all types of weapon control systems making them inoperable.

one of the first cyber attacks that was confirmed and not by lonely hackers but
on a state level in a large scale was recognised in April 2007 when Russia attacked web pages of E

official institutions. Since then, every now and then daily newspapers come out with information
some new cyber attacks. For instance, in 2007 China, were blocking certain websites as a routine,
main search engines were completely blocked in July 2009. Shortly after that incident, websites
official South Korean and American institutions, banks and media were hit in three waves by a
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. ln 2010, first malware software was aimed at nuclear facilities in
using Stuxnet. Since then, several of stuxnet successors have been noticed in the Middle East.

More recently, the frequency and gravity of attacks has been significantly rising. ln August 2012,
Arabia national oil company suffered a targeted cyber-attack on their facilities. ln October 2012,
of six US banks includingthe majorones likeJP Morgan and Bankof America underwenta large-scah
DoS attack. (Engleman, 20121ln January 2013, malicious software from a USB flash drive put a US polwr
plant out of commission for three weeks. (Fingle,2013)

Lastly, at the beginning of February 2013, just several days before President Obama warned against tt5
enemies that are trying to "sabotage our power grid, our financial institutions, and our air traffic contrd
systems" (The New York Times, 2013) over thirty Western journalists including those from leading uS
newspapers like The New York Times or The Wall Street Journal suffered cyber-espionage according b
them, from China, (Muskal, 2013)which Chinese officials denied.

Today, almost four years after Mike McConnell's proclamation, a threat of a cyber-war does not seem 6
such hype anymore. Therefore, if there is another worldwide conflict in the era of the current Western
civilization, it will be argued that a great part of such conflict will take place in cyberspace and will be led
by cyber weapons.

Nevertheless, the war strategy used in the cyberspace is incomparable to regular strategies used in a
physical conflict, since cyber attacks do not haVe to be obvious right away and even if they are, theiir
authors can be hardly identifiable. Therefore, it will be really difficult if not impossible to agree upon
rules of war in a cyberwar, much less,upon its regulatory compliance. Consequently, cyber warfare, that
has no legal framework, will follow completely different patterns than the typical patterns of a regular
armed conflict.
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Cyber Weapons 
.

Cyber weapons are considerably different from weapons used in other types of warfare. Cyber attacks

can be divided into two categories - syntactic attacks that act directly, namely malicious software, and

semantic attacks that aim to modify data (for example on official websites) so that they are wrong but

appear to be right at least to a casual viewer. Thus, semantic attacks focus on a user, whereas syntactic

attacks lT facilities. Even though the damages caused by semantic attacks can be considerable syntactic

attacks are used more often and cause more damages.

There are four categories of syntactic attacks (Janczewski,): Viruses, Worms, Trojans and DoS attacks

Viruses, are a self-injecting and self-reproducing malware that target lT systems and

modify or eliminate already existing files in order to paralyze them, cause data loss and freeze or elimi-

nate data knots. Since these malwares can change their digital footprint as well as attach themselves to

every file that seems suitable for them, their spectacular and vulnerability factors are very high.

Unlike viruses, worms do not need another file in order to spread, so they can affect a large number of

computers in a very short time (a role-model case speaks about 259 000 computers affected in 14 hours

(Janczewski). Worms are actually a self-replicating malware that aims at lT systems in order to decrease

functionality and the use of data knots in order to paralyze them. Moreover, it can be used for lT espio-

nage; therefore it has an extremely high fear factor as well as vulnerability factor.

A Trojan is one used for espionage, since it is a non-injecting malware that enables unauthorized access

to hack lT systems in order to track down the activities of hacked systems or in order to alienate data

from them. A Trojan can be contained in a trial version of software or in a software updates and be just

monitoring user's activity and gathering data, so users do not have to have any clue about having a

Trojan in their device for a very long time. Additionally, it can be a part of some complex viruses and

worms, so its fear factor as well as its vulnerability factor is very high, while the spectacular factor varies

depending on a particular type of Trojan.

The denial-of-service attacks (DoS ) try to break through communications by short control and informa-

tion messages that are focused on lT management in order to eliminate partly or wholly the availability

of websites, and interfere with online services proposed by them, and thus produce chaos and numer-

ous losses. DoS attacks are usually carried out by overloading targeted sites and by generating error-di-

agnosed messages. However, the demands for websites are not sent directly, the DoS authors make

domain name system (DNS) servers, operating only readable web addresses, which give out a number of

addresses readable only by a machine. Moreover, the DoS attack can also operate through unprotected

modems or routers of common users which can get disconnected from their internet connection in the

end. Thus, the vulnerability factor as well as the fear factor of DoS attacks is enormously high, while their

spectacular factor depends on the type of website that has been attacked (considerably high at a bank

or PayPal websites). DoS attacks can be spread also by spam emails in order to overwhelm certain e-mail

addresses or directly providers of email boxes'

Methods of Cyber Attacks

Most malwares target lT systems and the most popular one today being a zero-day attack. Hackers use

a zero-day attack once they reveal a so-far unknown vulnerability of a used software or operational

system that is not revealed yet to software authors or when there is no available way of defence. There-

fore, software users are in danger till software providers issue an upgraded version of software, which

will resolve the zero-day issue. Paradoxically, according to the name of the attack, the revelation and

correction of a zero-day vulnerability can take hours, days or even years. Furthermore, hackers some-

times just make a list of vulnerabilities of different software sometimes available online, thus everybody

else can use it in order to create a malware targbting a concrete vulnerability of chosen software. ln addi-

tion, software producers themselves could integrate the zero-vulnerability while programming the

system or they could reveal a concrete description of zero-day vulnerability of different groups of inter-
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est or to state entities, while the made-to-measure software has been used elsewhere in a sensitive field
like the energy sector. .

The Stuxnet family

Stuxnet, This is the best example of malware using the zero-day vulnerability and at the same time, the
best example of a malware used as a weapon by a country and not by individuals. This is a worm called
Stuxnet and its successors. ln fact, Stuxnet itself was a pioneer among national cyber weapons, it was
also the first part of a complex group of several malwares that compete with each other in terms of their
functions as well as in terms of timing of their use having the same objective. Stuxnet malware appeared
in lT security systems for the first time in June 2009 but it was not found outside untilJune 20i-0 when it
was discovered in the lranian nuclear facilities. lnterestingly, the day before the report on Stuxnet was
published by the Kaspersky Lab, the laboratory suffered a DoS attack and a part of its report was
destroyed (Fidler, 2011) Finally, Stuxnet turned to be one of the most successful malwares, since it
destroyed probably the whole nuclear program operated on Siemens hardware, although Siemens com-
pany denied that any damages had been done to the users of their equipment. (Langner). lt spreads
mostly via USB flash drives and local networks to the Microsoft Windows operational systems targeting
only Siemens controllers, which points out the idea of a potential cooperation between private software
or hardware producers and states, and it is believed that Stuxnet is a product of the United States and
lsrael intelligence agencies. (Falliere, ). Actually, Stuxnet was probably the first worm ever that worked
without a necessity of any remote control or internet access thanks to a programmable logic controller
rootkit (PLC). Even though, its date of death (the day when a worm stops spreading) was supposed to be
June24,2Ot2,its last attack was noticed in power plants in lran on December 25,2012. (Collins). Never-
theless, Stuxnet did not spread through massive sources but it attacked with a very narrow focus. Hence,
in order to know where to hit, Stuxnet authors probably needed another malware that would collect the
information.

Stuxnet's Little Brothers: DUQU and Gauss.

ln September 2OL'J,, The CrySyS (Laboratory of Cryptography and System Security) of the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics discovered an unknown Trojan spyware operating especially in
industrial control systems in the Middle East and called it DUQU. The Symantec agency studied the
report more profoundly and found out that this zero-day vulnerability spyware (not a worm, since it did
not auto-replicate) apparently came from the creators of Stuxnet. DUQU's main task was to steal digital
certificates, public and private cryptography and to monitor and select data. Later, DUQU's presence in
lran was acknowledged by lranian authorities. (BBC News 2012) Moreove4 in August 2OL2,the Kasper-
sky Lab detected a Trojan spread mainly in the Middle East area, which tracked down the sensitive data
about bank accounts and financial transactions. Newly recognized Trojan named Gauss was apparently
created by a state entity, since it has not been used for stealing or fraud but only in order to watch trans-
fers on selected bank accounts. "More than two thirds of the infections have been discovered in Leba-
non, the home base of the political and military Hezbollah organization," (Schwartz,ZOIZ) proclaimed
Jarno Limnell, Stonesoft director of cyber security.

ln September 2O!2, several computer security companies informed about a new cyber espionage
malware called Shamoon that acted in a very similar way like Gauss did but in the oil and energy sector.
A self-injecting and a self-erasing virus attacked approximately 30,000 workstations of Saudi Aramco,
which spent a week to renew their services. (Symantec ,2O!2) However, even South Korean banks were
hit by Shamoon attack recently, showing the danger of a boomerang effect of cyber weapons.

Flame N

The biggest piece of puzzle came in May 201,2. The Kaspersky Lab brought a report about the existence
of the most powerful malware so far, calling it Flame. lt is pretty difficult to answer what kind of malware
Flame is because it is a kind of everything: "lt is a backdoor, a Trojan, and it has worm-like features, allow-
ing it to replicate in a local network and on removable media if it is commanded so by its master." (Zetter,
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2012) Similarly to its ancestor, Stuxnet, Flame focuses on the surveillance of infected lT systems using
the zero-day vulnerability. lndeed, Flame can do almost everything. Besides the custornary recording of
data and monitoring the process running in a computer, it can also take screenshots of running applica-
tions, record of audio data through an internal microphone or get connected through a Bluetooth device
of host computer to another devices and monitor their activities, too. Flame is not only an extremely big
malware of 20 megabytes but also an exceptionally complicated program. lt is written partly in a form of
C++ language, Lua scripting, whose "development cost is over 3000 lines of code, which for an average
developer should take about a month to create and debug, The CrySyS Lab report states: "What is even
more interesting is that Flame, circulating probably from March 2010, the time when Stuxnet was
discovered, is believed to be rather a back-up plan. Hence, we believe Flame to be a parallel project,
created as a fallback in case some other projects are discovered." Since Flame and Stuxnet/Duqu work
on different platforms, although on the same principle using the same methods, it seems like creators of
Stuxnet launched Flame, once Stuxnet was publically revealed. Yet, Flame as a widely spread tool which
appeared even in French presidential office, BBC News. (2OL2l probably needed also some smaller, more
specialized complement. ln July 2012, Kaspersky Lab discovered a Mini Flame, a highly specialized
malware recognized only in several dozens of infections (maximum 50 - 50 worldwide). (Securelist,
201-2) "Since mini Flame is known to have worked both as part of Flame and as part of Gauss and since
it shares its C&C servers with Flame, it is believed that in most cases SPE was installed from C&C servers
onto systems that were already infected with Flame or Gauss," (Securelist, 20L2) thus, mini Flame is
considered to be one of the last parts of the cyber puzzle destined to lran and the Middle East area in
general. Finally, the very recent discover of another malware in lranian lT devices called Wiper can
indicate that some pieces may still be missing.

Conclusion

ln the warfare of the 21st century, cyber weapons will definitely be used more and more in terms of
frequency as well as amplitude. They are relatively cheap, especially for countries with a developed lT
sector, their authors could be hardly proven to be guilty, since direct evidences of hacking one's system
are practically unable to be tracked down, and their use is not limited by any international legal frame-
work for now. Therefore, if it is possible to use a hard power without being seriously accused on the base
of direct evidences, which is exactly the power cyber weapons have, countries will not hesitate to use it.
Moreover, the rising number and weight of recently revealed cyber attacks represented mostly by the
family of Stuxnet and Flame malwares, whose origin is probably common and not privately generated
points in the USA - lsrael direction. The revealed attacks make one think that there are a few ongoing
malware attacks that have not yet been discovered. Nonetheless, cyber weapons have their limits, too.
For instance, they can have a boomerang effect that is highly dangerous like in the example of South
Korea when authors of malware or its allies did not have appropriate protection against the pieces of
their own work. ln addition, the use of internet and digitalization of the nuclear energy sector is rather
limited like in the case of North Korea. ln any case, the danger of cyber attacks from different actors will
rise and due to the lack of a clear international mechanism for cyber security, (as vast majority of current
international security mechanisms do not cover the area of cyber security), each country will create and
further develop its own protective system, a sort of its own "cyber army". For instance, the United States
of America had created in 2009 a system called the Cyber Command. The Czech Republic has not fallen
behind and has created the National centre for cyber security called CERT in Brno. GERT monitors all
possible risks to cyber security, ensure cooperation between different agencies and institutions dealing
with cyber security on national as well as on international levels and develops new standards and tools
for the cyber security system. To conclude, today's world has been currently undergoing a new paradigm
shift where cyber weapons and cyber warfare are taking over the place of regular weapons and warfare
that has dominated the warfront so far. A real world-wide cyber conflict between two countries with
equally highly developed lT sector has not yet arrived on the scene. Howeve; when it does, it will be
probably the last sophisticated conflict before these countries take on stone clubs again.
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GENERAL PETRAEUS AND THE US

M!LITARY EXPERIENCE
Major General Lalin Fernando (Retd)

Some years ago after the Cold War and the threat of nuclear war ended, there was supposed to be a

Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). lt involved expensive and advanced technology from digital

technologyto improved communications and logistics, unmanned aerialvehicles, nanotech robotics, bio

technology, drones, satellite imaging, Patriot missiles and unmanned ground vehicles. These increased

force assets, intelligence, surveillance, command and control, communications and intelligence
processing to provide precision force and connect all troops in the battlefield. lt would suit the most

powerful nations in the world.

This theory originated in Russia. lt became popular in Canada, UK, Netherlands, Sweden, Australia, New

Zealand, South Africa, Singapore, Taiwan, Russia and Germany after the Gulf War. China too took an

interest in it. Contemporary RMA was in development before internet and information technology. Thus

actual RMA is unlikely to take place and has not yet occurred.

These advances in technology would improve communications and logistics, increase awareness of

one's and enemies position, give greater control of tempo of war, cause fewer instances of friendly fire

(blue on blue - the enemy was always 'red' -a Cold War residue) and improve identification of friend and

foe (lFF).

However it was seen to disassociate soldiers from the horrific realities of warfare, restrict overall

understanding of warfare and its dynamics and inhibit military ability to respond to asymmetrical

warfare as in lraq. This is now the most likely type of warfare nations would have to face. The Coalition

Forces in lraq and the ISF in Afghanistan fought a losing war finding it was restricted and unprepared in

their response to guerilla / insurgent tactics and unable to limit collateral damage despite the use of

smart bombs. The economic strain was severe.

Military tactics and doctrines are far more important for battle outcomes than technological progress.

The basic doctrines have little changed since WW2.

Globalization and the end of the Cold War and the decline of nation states have contributed to this

position.

Meanwhile the USA was finding out why its strategy in lraq was not succeeding using the full might of

RMA.

ln comes Gen Petraeus, called by many the most brilliant US General of all time.

From the time he was in the USMA West Point, He had been developing ideas that took root in the US

Army, that changed its way of war fighting. ln 1817 Col Thayer had issued West Point's first curriculum

15 years after Gen George Washington established it, in the fortress he built in t778.ln mid 20th Century

a cadet had written "200 years of tradition Unhindered by progress". Some faculty read that as

'benediction', and not as a joke!

After Vietnam (1973)the US forces forgot its lessons. Their interest was the Cold War and how to defeat

the Warsaw Pact. Then the Berlin Wall came down and the Warsaw Pact broke up and no longer was

there a danger of a nuclear war between the Great Powers as there was now only one- the USA. So the

USA geared itself to meet new challenges. The US along with the rnajor Western powers believed that

the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) that the Russia had first theorized was the way to fight the wars

of the future. Kosovo was held as a brilliant example. Not one American died. The first Gulf War made

RMA very popular. Digital technology togetherrruith private sector technology developments improved

communications and logistics .There was an increased awareness of one's and enemy's position in the

battlefield, a greater control of the tempo of war and fewer instances of friendly fire and improved

identification of friend or foe (lFF). lt included unmanned aerial vehicles, robotics, nanotechnology,



network centric warfare doctrine that attempts to connect all troops in the field.

However it was questioned in the face of asymmetrical warfare as in lraq after Saddam. lt ippeared that

RMA had not yet occurred and was unlikely. lt was in development before 1991 and internet and

information technology boom, drones, satellite imagery remotely operated vehicles. lt disassociated

soldiers from horrific realihes of war and restricted understanding of warfare and dynamics. tt inhibited

military ability to respond to guerilla tactics with increased collateral damage. Military tactics and

doctrine are far more important for battle outcomes in modern warfare than technological progress.

Basic doctrine has changed little since the second half of WW1. Greater evolution rather than revolution

willtake place.

A rebellion that brought in Counter lnsurgency (ColN) operations into the curriculum was hatched in the

Social science (SASHI Department of USMA. lt was the brain child of George Lincoln - 4th in class d
j.929, Rhodes Scholar with 19 others who played a leading role in building bridges, railway lineq,

harbours and interstates.

petraeus had been imbued by Gen Douglas Macarthur's quote of "Every cadet an athlete, every

challenged,,. petraeus played soccer from spring to fall and went skiing in the winter. He came 161

of g33 cadets in his first year whereas Churchill came so far down that he was nearly asked to leave

Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (UK).Petraeus then took the science course pre medical

hoping to become a doctor in his 2nd year. He was 6th and did well in military strategy and

training drills and was in line for a scholarship. Yet he opted for the lnfantry after coming 43 rd in his

year. Only one of the 42 ahead of him had chosen lnfantry the primary arm in battle preferring to 8o

Armour, Artillery, Aviation and Engineers being the most promising path to promotion. Vietnam was

being mentioned nor was Mai Lai. The big thing was Europe - NATO v Warsaw pact' He trained as a P

wanted to join the Rangers and was a Company Commander in Vicenza in ltaly. He did parachuting for

years, and an advanceJ para course at the French Para School at Pau with maneuvering and marchh

for days/weeks at a time. He remembered seeing the framed photo of Gen Marcel Bruno Bigeard wl

had been captured by the Nazis in WW2 and escaped, joined the Free French and parachuted into.Vt

France with a 4 man Resistance commando team. 'Bruno'was captured after Dien Bien Phu battle

returned to France after the Geneva Peace Accord, commanded the 3rd colonial Para Regiment

crushed the Algerian NLF.

The then Ceylon Army trained basically for counter revolutionary warfare (CRW), following for

practical reasons the British Army doctrine. Momentarily, following Army Commander Gen

Udugama,s visit to yugoslavia on the invitation of their President, famous WW2 guerilla (partisan)

Josef Broz Tito in 19Gi, the Army promoted the idea that it should train for guerilla warfare.(Many

unfamiliar with the term called it'gorilla'. The 1962 coup d'etat had the government in power giving

passing nod to increasing the army and a new infantry regiment, the Gemunu Watch was raised'

Artillery had the same number of Regiments as the infantry simply because there were

obsolete British guns available with the army'

Some one must have cottoned on to the fact that SL, following a non aligned policy and

close relations with all its neighbours especially lndia, Pakistan and China, did not have a threat from

external enemy. The only likely scenario was insurrection. Amazingly even a few days before the 5l
1971 JVp insurgency few thought even that was probable. lt had fortunately prepared for conflict in

jungles and in urban areas but soon found that it was ill prepared for it beginning with the lack of I

like sufficient ammunition. After a. short engagement the JVP surrendered. The terminology

changed from CRW to Counter lnsurgency (COIN) .

preparations were ham strung by extremely poor facilities and lack of modern weaponry for over

decades. With the increasing activities waged by the LTTE, the army began vital training and re-arl

along with increased manpower and re-structuring that stood SL in good stead to overcome the

Eventhough SL had successfully ended a 25 year old asymmetrical counter terrorist/ insurgent/ gr

war using colN strategy , RMA suddenly had become a buzz word in sL.
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF

PLANNING A CAMPATGIS
Brigadier B Munasinghe (Retd)

According to research carried out on ancient armies and planning of campaigns, the famed Artffi
the sinhala kings of yore provides a detailed description of basic concepts followed when wagilg m
paperattemptstoanalysetheseinterestingfacetsofwarwhichhaveevolvedoveraperiodoftimedurilEor
2000 year ord written and recorded history. The research on ancient sri Lanka revear that there are over 15(r)

battles that have been fought during this period'

How these basic concepts compare with those adopted by modern tacticians is equally interesting and

worthy of study. According to iru Rangarajan ,the Arthashashthra that was learned and practiced by our

ancient kings basicaily was somewhat of an ,,Appreciation" of the rerative strengths and weaknesses of the

enemy.

ln order to wage war, the following main components were analysed:

a. Power (encompassing strength/ manpower, training' weaponry etc)

b. Place or theatre of oPerations'

c. Time of the military engagement'

d. Season for marching.

e. When to mobilise different types of forces'

f. Likely losses, expenses and gains'

g. Likely dangers'

fr. fn" possibility of revolt and rebellion in the rear'

After a thorough study and analysis had been conducted and if the advantages outweighed the disadvantag-

es, the camPaign was undertaken'

A Dog on land can pull a crocodile while a crocodile can pull a Dog whilst in water,. Kautilya disagrees' Powel

Place and Time are interdePendent

,,A Crow con kitl on Owl in day'time while on Owl con kitt a Crow ot ni9ht""""""""

lf, [on balance, after giving dul weight to the different factors as explained below]'

theconquerorissuperior,thecampaignshallbeundertakenotherwisenot.

POWER

,, An Archer letting off an Arrow may or may not kills a single man, but a wise man using his intellect can kill

even reaching unto the very womb"'- Kautilya

The three constituents of power are:

a. Power of Counsel

b. Correct Judgment
c' Might, i.e. the actual strength of the fighting forces; enthusiasm and energy.

The three are not equally important. sheer military strength is more important than enthusiasm (enthusiasm

does not .orp"nrrt" for the lack of military strength) and the Power of Judgment is superior to Might' After

discussing place and time, Kautilya holds that power, place and Time have to be considered as interdepen-

dent.

Some earrier Teachers hord enthusiasm to be more important than might. They argue so rong as a king himself

is brave, strong, healthy and expert in the use of weapons, he can defeat with only the army to help him' even

a mightier king.
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Kautilya disagrees. A,mighty king, by his very might, can overpower -an energetic one; for; a m'rghty army,
richly endowed with elephants, chariots and instruments of war can move unhindered anywhere. Further, a

mighty king can get the help of another energetic one or he can hire or buy heroic fighters.

Some teachers hold Might to be more important then the power of good counsel and judgment. They argue
that however good the King's analysis and judgment, if he thinks but empty thoughts he will have no power.

Just as a drought dries out the planted seeds, good judgment without power produces no fruit.

Kautilya disagrees. The power of good counsel is superior to sheer military strength. lntelligence and the
science of politics are the two eyes of a king . Using these, a king can, with a little effort, arrive at the best
judgment on the means, the four methods of conciliation, sowing dissension , as well as the various tricks,
stratagems, clandestine practices ; and occult means (described in this treatise) to overwhelm even those
who are mighty and energetic. Thus, the three components of powe6 - enthusiosm, militory might and the
power of counsel ond ludgment - are in ascending order of importance . Hence, a king who is superior, as

compared to his enemy, in an item later in the list, out-manoeuvres his adversary.

FOUR KINDS OF WAR

1. Mantra Yuddha - War by Counsel, an exercise of diplomacy when the King is weaker or in no condition
to engage in battle.

2. Prakasayuddha - Open war or set piece battle stating place and time.
3. Kutayuddha - is concealed war and refers to Upajapa or psychological warfare including treachery in the
enemy camp.
4. Gudayuddha - Clandestine warfare using covert methods, assassinations, the ancient King's use of

double agents, allies, vassal kings, tribal chiefs and suborned friends and supporters of the enemy.

OPEN AND DECEPTIVE BAITTES

ln order to be strictly in accordance with dhormo, the Place- Time must be specified beforehand.

OPEN BATTLES

A king shall engage in a declared open battle when:

. his army is superior.

. his instigation [in the enemy's camp] have been successful.

. all precautions against dangers have been taken and

. the Terrain is suitable for him

DECEPTIVE BAITLES

lf the above conditions are not satisfied, he shall use deception as described below. The enemy shall be

attacked when:

. his forces are are suffering from a calamity.

. his forces are unprotected, and

. he is on less suitable terrain compared to the attacker.

METHODS OF ATTACK

Some tactics suggested by ancient texts ore given below, in order to compore methods in battle by the
Sinhola kings, in the briel descriptions given in our oncient ola leol manusuipts

FRONTAT ATTACK

A. The enemy may be attacked even if he is on suitable terrain, provided that the attacker has the support of
allthe constituents [of his state]. [ln such a case], the attacker shall lure the enemy on to unsuitable terrain
by pretending that his own unreliable, alien or jungle force have suffered a rout. He shall [first] break the
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compact battle array of the [pursuing] enemy using elephants and then attack with his own unbroken army.

{from 10.3.3-5} '
B. Or, the enemy's army may be attacked in the front [with a part of his forces] and when it is staggering or

has turned its back, attacked in the rear with elephants and horse s. Or, the enemy's army may be attacked in

the rear [with a part of the forces and when it is staggering or has turned its back, attacked with the best of

the forces. Similar tactics may also be employed for the two flanks' The attack may also be directed towards

where the enemy's forces are weak or unreliable'{from 7O'3'7-7OI

ATTACKS FROM FTANKS AND REAR

The general principle is, if frontal attack is un-favourable, the attack shall be from the rear and vice \,e*.r;

similarly, if attack on on" flank is un-favourable, it shall be made from the other' {from 10'3'11-13}

DECEPTION ADOPTED IN ATTACKS

A. The enemy's forces shall be made tired by attacking with unreliable' alien or jungle troops and then-at-

tacked by the conqueror with his own fresh troops'

B.Theenemymaybemadetobelievethathehaswonbyaseemingdefeatof[theconqueror's]unreliable
troops, then his forces shail be ambushed by the conqueror's [reriabre] forces from safe positions. A vigilant

conquerormaystrikeatanenemywhoisnegligent[aboutprotectionJwhilehisforcesareplunderinga
caravan, animal herds, a camp or transport'

c. Alternatively, the conqueror may conceal a strong force behind a weak force and when the weak force has

pene trated the enemy ranks, reinforce the attack with the strong one'

D. The enemy,s warriors may be lured into an ambush by tempting them with cattle [for seizure] or wild

animals [for hunting]'

E. The enemy's warriors may be kept awake by night forays and then attacked during the day when they are

drowsy or asleeP

F. The enemy's sleeping warriors can also be attacked with elephants' whose feet have been covered in leath-

er [to make their passage silent or as protection against dogs]'

G.lftheenemyforcesaretiredaftermakingpreparationsforthebattleintheforenoon,theyshallbe
attacked in the afternoon.

H.Theranksoftheenemy,shorsesandelephantsmaybebrokenbylettingloosefrightenedcattle,buffaloes
or camels, which are made to run helter-skelter with contraptions which make a lot of noise making items

tiedtotheirbacks.Theconquerorshallmakesurehisownranksarenotbroken.

l.Anyforcewhichhastofightfacingthesunorwindshallbeattacked.

J. lt has been mentioned earlier that the conqueror shall attack the enemy when he suffers from any of the

difficur ties against which shourd have taken appropriate protective measures. These are arso the occasions

for using deceptive tactics. ILO'3'14-23,251

OPPORTUNTTIES FOR AN AMBUSH

A desert, forest, narrow path, marsh, mogntain, valley, uneven ground, boat, cattle, cart-array of the army'

mist and night are opportunities for ambushes' {10'3'2}'

MODERN MARCHING ORDERS

Two tYPes.

j.. Attrition warfare is a military strategy in which a belligerent attempts to win a war by wearing down the

enemy to the point of collapse through continuous losses in personnel and materiel' The war will usually be
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won by the side with greater such resources.[1] The word attrition comes from the Latin root atterere to rub
against, similar to the "grinding down" of the opponent's forces in attrition warfare. WEKlPEDlA.Example the
trench Warfare of WW l.

2. Maneuver warfare, a military strategy that has taken a prominent place in modern military thought, many
of the same challenges faced today's military commanders are similar to those of the ancient world. The
concepts of maneuver warfare, while valuable individually, are most powerful when applied in an integrated
fashion. War in modern context has three levels

a. Physical level -lt is matching of Firepower, weapons technology, troop strength and Logistics.

b. Psychological Level-lt involve intangibles such as Morale, Leadership and Courage.

c. At Analytical level- lt challenges the commander to asses complex battlefield situations, make effective
decisions

and formulate tactically superior plans to carry out these decisions.

Four Human & Environmental factors of War-fighting,

a. Frictions. - the Manual states that "Friction is to Make the simple difficult and difficult impossible". The
obvious source of Friction is the Enemy, but results from natural forces such as Terrain or the weathe4 inter-
nal forces such as lack of Planning and Coordinating.

b. Uncertainty- about environment factors, about enemy intentions and capabilities clouds any Commanders

/decision maker' judgment and prohibits the optimal deployment of own resources.

c. Fluidity. The event s taking place in Battle field, these event depend on or and shaped by those events that
preceded it and is the forerunner of the events that follows

d.The Fog of war- the combatants has to adapt to these changing situation or this disorder. But plan fails,
instructions and information will be unclear and or misinterpreted, communications fail, and mistakes and
unforeseen events will be commonplace. This competitive situation may deteriorate or if lucky turn in your

' favour as time progresses.

It is said even functioning or better word is surviving in such a situation is a major challenge, but the Military
Commanders are trained "To more than Survive', they must prevail, and successful leaders make best use of
opportunities I however viable] to his own advantage, lnstead of been undermined by disorder, successful
military commanders turn friction, UN-certainty and Fluidity against the enemy to generate disorder in his

ranks, ideally creating a situations in which the enemy simple cannot cope.

ln the battles against LTTE Ellam war l, ll and lll, we were in Camps with FDLs,from where we dominated land,

LTTE had no fixed camps, they abandoned these T/camps and fled in most cases when ever we attacked.Why
so, what went wrong. ln Vietnam US had same problems??. Did we adopt a slightly better form of WWI tactics
while LTTE used ? Maneuver warfare to a certain degree?

How many of our camps did LTTE attack and succeed, what type of warfare they adopted or did they use.

How many LTTE camps we destroyed?

,ln Ellam war lV ln Wannitheater and perhaps the last attack in East. LTTE should and fought in FDL's and Bund
cum ditch tactics of WWl, they too turned toyvards Attrition warfare of sorts.

The SF and Commandos and lnfantry used a special concept of Maneuver warfare and beat LTTE at their own
game? Did they manage to Kill the Croccadile both in land and water? Or as a crow kill the owl at night?
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THE HUMAN - ELEPHANT CONFLICT
BY Air Vice Marshal A B Sosa (retd)

Fata\ casua\hes or serious inluries caused to either Humans or elephants is not a new phenomenon'

Houever, \n recent \mes as pub\rshed 't G med\a there has been an a\arm\ng esca\at\on of incidents

almost on a daily basis. The organisahon of Professiona\ Associahons \oPA\ conducted an open sem\naI

w'rth persons knouledgeab\e of the subiect express\nBthe\r \\eY{s and particrpahng,in discussions at a

ure\\ a\\endeil em$..\\i\s se$(na\ \as \o\\allle( u! rllr\\ a \$eeNgq\ t \.q\$$\t\qt t\\q\Nq{h l\q
the problem further and hopefully arrive at a consensus to attempt to control this situation.

An initial layman's opinion was that the wild elephant population in the country was excessive when
considering the forest cover availabte.However,the experts on the subject said the total Elephant popu-
lation in the country is approximately 65OO. They said that this was not excessiye when considering the
forest cover to sustain them. They said that compared to Sri Lanka the density of the elephant popula-
tion was more in some countries of the Africancontfnent ln such circumstances some of these countries
resort to either relocating or sterilizing some of these animals. A desperate solution which they sought
was to selectively cull the herd. As culling could not be even considered in our country the other oprions
were either relocation or sterilization.

The experts made a video presentation which indicated that relocation has failed in Sri Lanka as the
geographical area of our country was too small. Electronic collars had been placed on animals that were
relocated from the Southern province to the North Central province. Within a fairly short period they
had returned to their original habitats. Sterilisation was not a viable proposition as the forest cover in
Sri Lanka is fairly dense unlike the open plains of Africa. This enables animals to be initially anaesthe-
tized by firing darts of the relevant chemicals from slow and low flying aircraft or helicopters and then
coordinating with veterinarians on the ground to carry out the sterilizations. Thus the three processes

faqirly successfully carried out in Africa is not practicable in Sri Lanka.

Thus , the conflict situation is not only unabated but also escalating. ln this context, several solutions
were proposed which unfortunately are not effective owing to the following reasons:

Electric Fencing. Wild elephants in different locations can be confined to these areas respective areas by
fencing them by constructing electric fences surrounding them. Unfortunately there are several
constraints to the effectiveness ofthis project:

a. The fences require regular maintenance in that the posts could collapse due to natural causes or dam-
aged by elephants who intelligently place logs on the fence and pushes it down.
b. Herdsmen breach the fences to allow their cattle to trespass into "elephant territory" for grazing.

Elephant Corridors. Wild elephants migrate from one location to another either for fodder or water.
Similar to migratory birds tracking vast distances from temperate zones to the tropics on specific routes
virtually on 'tompass bearings", land animals too follow set routes like the wilde beasts of Kenya and
Tanzania. Elephants though not necessarily traversing immense distances certainly do migrate on tradi-
tional routes which are loosely referred to as "Elephant corridors"in search of fodder and water. Regret-
tably, some of these corridors have been blocked for varying reasons such as tourism, cultivation and
other development projects. ln such ciqcumstances, the migrating herd has no alternative other than to
transgress these human habitations causing havoc and mayhem.

Human Trespassing. Fairly often casualties are caused either to elephants or humans as a result of
villagers entering jungles for economic reasons such as collection of firewood, bees honey or to trap or
shoot wild game. This situation is further aggravated as a result of local politicos clearing forests and

settling villagers in them. ln such eventualities when elephants lay claim to their territory and run amok
a hue and cry is raised that the Depatment of wild life is either inefficient or lax in its duties.
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POSSible SOlUtiOn. A school of thought is that ratherthan attemffigto mnnne elephants to specific

areas by fencing them it may be more practical to have electric fencing around vulnerable humin habita-

tions. These were to be in two formats viz permanent electrical fencing surrounding clusters of villages

which should be maintained by the Local Authority with Central Government assistance. lt was also

suggested that temporary electric fences be erected by the cultivators prior to cultivation, encompassing

their arable area through an organized collective effort. This was to be in regular cycles in that, after the

harvest is reaped the fences are brought down to enable any wild elephants to consume the straw

which to them is considered a nutritious delicacy.

Conclusion

The above were thoughts expressed by persons conversant with the subject who clarified doubts in a

lively euestion and Answer session. ln order to eliminate or ease this recurring problem it requires a

Central Authority with decentralized powers to educate the community, implement and meaningfully

maintain the fencing with adequate legal authority to take punitive action against all persons who

trespass or are illegally settled.

Note: This article was published in September 2OL4 in the Journal of the Organisation of Professional

Associations [OPAI of which ARFRO is a member. The author is a member of the Forum and the Executive

Council of the OPA.
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A RUSSIAN VIEW ON LANDPOWER
Keir Giles

SUMMARY

For any state, the purpose of investing in military power is to accomplish political goals. One of the basic tenets of

realism is that the larger and more skilled the military, the more effectively the state can then deter the military power

of another state and influence political decision making. But for over a decade, this fundamental principle has been

partially eclipsed for the United States and its allies as a result of principal threats arising from actors other than states.

The result of this shift in priority for the U.S. military, to address the non state actor or terrorist threat, has been a

calling into question of the need for a large Land power force in times of stringent cuts to the military budget. Accord-

ing to Janine Davidson, senior fellow for defense policy at the Council on Foreign Relations and former Deputy Assis-

tant Secretary of Defense, "the U.S. military is at a crossroads" as the rebalancing in the 2014 Quadrennial Defense

Review envisages a severe constriction in conventional ground forces, including a planned 20 percent reduction in the

active component of the U.S. ArmY.

Meanwhile, however, competitors have continued
to focus on direct military competition with adver-

sary states. lt follows that the strategic relevance of
Land power overall is not an assessment that the
United States can make for itsell in isolation from
the strategic environment as perceived by compet-
itor nations with a distinctive land force posture of
their own. Russia is the prime example. Operations

in Crimea and eastern Ukraine in early-Z}L4
demonstrated the results of processes that had

been ongoing in the Russian military and in Russian

security thinking for almost a decade, as Moscow

continues to place primary importance on conven-

tional military force, with the direct intention of
growing capability in order to challenge U.S. power.

Russia's new assertiveness, backed up by at least

the semblance of a capable land based military,
caused widespread surprise outside a narrow
expert community; but this should not lead anyone

to believe that this was a new departure. President

Vladimir Putin had made no secret of driving
change within Russia toward his ambition to
reassert Russian power through the tried and

tested means of military strength, as well as lip
service to new notions of soft power more suited

to a post nationalist 2Lst century Europe. This led

to consistent startling increases in military spend-

ing. These began not with the current high-profile
rearmament program that attracted widespread

attention abroad, but immediately when the
Russian Federation first enjoyed a flow of dispos-

able income as a result of rising oil prices in

2OO4-05. Efforts began at that point to improve

conventional military capability, to supplement the

nuclear deterrent that had been retained as an

essential minimum guarantee of Russian sover-

eignty during the preceding decade of chronic
military under spending and force reductions.
Though the army is still much in need of improve-
ment, and the current transformation project still
faces significant challenges, Russia has proved both
in Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in 20!4 that land

force is a valid political tool to achieve foreign
policy goals. Ukraine in particular is a shining exam-
ple of how the existence of a large land force can

be effectively combined with aspects of irregular
warfare to achieve these goals. Therefore, bold

statements such as "there is no doubt that irregu-
lar warfare campaigns will be the norm rather than
the exception in the future" should not be allowed
to distract from the vital importance of maintaining
sufficient land-based conventional force to act as a

deterrent to behavior considered unacceptable in

the current world order. This is not the first time
that military thinkers have predicted a growing

marginalization and eventual irrelevance for Land

power. According to one review of U.S. planning

options: When military aircraft gained widespread
adoption in the 1920s, a new breed of thinkers (or

false prophets, depending on what military service
you are from) like General Billy Mitchell and Gener-
al Giulio Douhet claimed that there would be no
more need for old ground armies. Yet the need for
"boots on the ground" lived on throughout the
20th century-just as it will live on into the 21st.

It follows that conceptual approaches to deciding
on future military capability must not take place in

a planning vacuum, but needs to take account of
the very different views of other significant military
actors, who may be less than willing to fall in with
the U.S. view of how military power ought to devel-
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op. Views differ on the precise extent of improve-
ments in Russian military capabilities that result
from the unprecedented program of transforma-
tion since 2008. ln this context, the distraction of
operations in Crimea and eastern Ukraine in
early-2014 is unhelpful; there, the main force
Russian troops opposite the Ukrainian border were
for much of the conflict irrelevant, and the special
operations forces actually engaged should not be
taken as representative of the condition of the
Russian military overall. Direct, although
unavowed, involvement of Russian forces in
combat in Ukraine later in 20L4 gives a more help-
ful but still imperfect view of current capabilities.

Furthermore, transformation of the Russian armed
forces, and declarations on the new Russian way of
war-call it "hybrid," "nonlinear," "ambiguous," or
any other of the recently coined epithets-have
done little to shift assumptions in Moscow on the
primacy of nuclear or conventional brute force in
safeguarding Russia's interests. Contrary to wide-
spread assumptions, new approaches to achieving
political aims through the use of the military do
not, in fact, mean a new way for the Russian
military as a whole to fight.

Transformation of the Russian armed forces is
intended to ensure that those forces can hold their
own in full-scale, high-intensity conflict, where a

decisive role will be played by land forces. There is

no shortage of Russian policy statements and
documents implying that a U.S. military presence in
states neighboring Russia is a direct threat. The
Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation 2010
was careful to describe the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) (and by extension, the United
States) as a "military danger" rather than a threat,
stipulating that it could become a direct threat if
certain conditions were met. The .response by
NATO to events in Ukraine arguably meets those
conditions. lt is reasonable to expect that the new
version of the Military Doctrine, currently sched-
uled for release in December 2OL4,LO will be mark-
edly more hostile to the United States, whether
through the proxy of NATO or directly. lt should be
ensured that plans to reduce the role and
relevance of land forces within the U.S.ririlitary
take this potential increase in hostility from a major
land power into account. Given all of the afore-
mentioned, the importance of closely examining
the Russian view of the role of land forces in the
modern military should be clear.

This Paper lays out one such Russian view lt is

written by Major General Aleksandr Rogovoy, I
professor at the Faculty of Military'Art of tl:
Russian General Staff Academy with an extensin
history of both academic and operational servi-.
His description of Russia's transformation effort$
with their emphasis on creating high-tech, moderrl
agile forces, will be familiar from other literatrrr
on the subject. But it is the emphasis on the endrr-
ing and central role of land forces that is of direct
relevance here.

"Wars are fought for territory and resources. Thec
is only one way of defending these two things, and
that is the physical presence of ground forceq-
Rogovoy believes. Therefore, 'All Russian fore
operate solely in support of ground forces. They
are not independent arms, merely facilitators." Thb
is sufficiently different from many Western
assumptions that specific passages from Rogovoy/s
text should be given closer attention. The following
quotations are taken from General Rogovot's
pape4 the full text of which can be found on page
17 onward. The Russian Federation has found itself
at the centre of radical geopolitical change, and has
become the subject of increased interest and even
territorial claims from other countries. The notion
that other states have designs on Russian territory
is taken as a given among a broad range of senior
Russian military and civilian officials. This includes
a long list of supposed territorial disputes with
Russia, some of which have long faded into history
on the other side of the border. For example, a
briefing on "Threats to the Military Security of the
Russian Federation" given by former Chief of
General Staff Sergey Makarov to the Academy of
Military Sciences in early-20L1 began with a map
slide showing these disputes along almost the
entire European periphery of Russia-including
such implausible ones as Germany wishing to
reclaim Kaliningrad, or Finland, Karelia. The idea
also includes the id6e fixe that Russia is a rich and
desirable country, whose natural resources present
a tempting target for potential invaders. ln effect,
Russia projects its own history and principles onto
foreign partners who have not the slightest desire
to march on Moscow. This "increased interest"
introduces a long list of threats that the Russian
military must counter. Many of these seem innocu-
ous or improbable-but it must be remembered
that they will be interpreted in Moscow in accor-
dance with a Russian view of the world, which
contains a hostile, irresponsible and aggressive
NATO and United States. ln this context, references
to "deployment of groups of forces and systems
with a view to launching a military attack on Russia
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or its allies," "military exercises with provocative

aims," and changes to "the current bblance of

forces near the borders of the Russian Federation"

all refer, in Russian eyes, to any enhancement of

U.S. cooperation with European partners' A further
threat that, in the Russian view, merits a military

response is "discrimination and the suppression of

rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of Russian

Federation citizens in foreign countries." This is by

now a well-worn narrative in Russian motivations

for aggressive action against neighbors, as demon-

strated in both Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in

2074, as well as consistent pressure against the

Baltic States over the largely imaginary disadvan-

tage notionally suffered by Russian speakers there.

The fact that even if a problem did exist, use of

military force to resolve it would be entirely at odds

with international relations between developed

countries, is encapsulated in the "BolzanofBozen

Recommendations on National Minorities in

lnter-State Relations" adopted by the Organization

for Security and Co-operation in Europe, and there-

fore endorsed by Russia, to govern precisely this

kind of situation-in effect explaining that it is not

Russia's place to interfere. These are not the only

descriptions of threats that Rogovoy classes as

meriting a military response contrary to all West-

ern notions of what a country's armed forces are

for. Among cross-border threats, he lists "informa-

tion activities hostile towards Russia and its allies."

This is especially topical in the current state of

intense information warfare waged by Russia over

events in Ukraine, but the language is borrowed

from Russia's lnformation Security Doctrine, and

therefore can be taken to extend to Russia's

long-held and deep seated suspicion of informa-

tion transfer systems, including the lnternet, and in

particular social media. The consequences of

conceptual mismatches between Russia and its

neighbors such as these are that very close atten-

tion needs to be paid to precisely what Russia

considers to be hostile action, which demands

counteraction using military force. Peacekeeping

has become a priority in the activities of the

Russian Federation Armed Forces. lt is a powerful

tool in Russian foreign policy. The use of Russian

troops in peacekeeping operations is one of the

ways to protect the national interests of the

Russian Federation and ensure its security. lt is

essential to note that translating the Russian word

used here-mirotvorcheskiy-as "peacekeeping,"

while accepted as a standard translation, ris,ks

giving entirely the wrong impression of what Russia

8 intends for these troops. The Russian word is

closer to "peace creation," and envisages a far

more assertive and violent role than the \lJestem

concept of maintaining a peace that has already

been achieved. After all, the Russian attack on

Georgia in 2008 was referred to as an "operation to
enforce peace on Georgia." ln early-2014, foreign

defense attach6s in Moscow were treated to a

demonstration of Russia n "peacekeeping" train ing,

and reported that instead of training in winning

hearts and minds, what they saw was in effect an

all-out high-intensity assault, with air support, on

the location where peace was supposedly to be

created. Russian peacekeeping troops have also

been created for overt political roles. ln Rogovoy's

words, Russia needs peacekeeping forces "because

that's the only way you can move troops across

another country's borders with a band playing and

with everybody pleased to see them."

Russia also has an entirely different attitude both

to nuclear weapons, and to the prospect of their
use, as alluded to in Rogovoy's note that "preserv-

ing the potential of the strategic deterrent forces"

is the prime task of the Russian military. This theme
has been explored in detail in a recent Strategic

Studies lnstitute paper. Another very distinctly
Russian theme within the text is the reference to
World War ll (or the Great Patriotic War) as a

relevant benchmark for modern force develop-

ment.

But the main thrust of the Paper is to emphasize

the centrality of Land power to ensuring Russian

national security: Given the vastness of Russia and

the length of its land borders, it is obvious that it is
simply impossible to safeguard the defence capa-

bility of the Russian state without extensive use of
the Land Forces. Yes, they do it in cooperation with
other armed services and service arms of the
armed forces, but other armed services and

branches of the armed forces tend to act in the

interests of the Land Forces. Some military theo-

rists (mostly supporters of the idea of so-called

"contactless wars"), who do not properly evaluate

the trends outlined above, have begun increasingly

to claim a reduction in the role of the Land Forces,

which, in their opinion, will in the wars of the

future decide only auxiliary tasks. ln my view, these

assertions are absolutely groundless. ln this

context, Rogovoy refers to experience in Chechnya

(referred to in the official Russian formulation of
"the antiterrorist operation in the North Cauca-

sus") and Georgia ("the operation to enforce

peace") to show that missile and air strikes can

achieve a political aim by compelling an adversary

to make concessions, but only the land forces can
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actually control territory and therefore it is these
which are essential in subduing opponents. Rogov-
oy also highlights Russia's program to improve its
capability of using long-range weapons: against the
enemy in a way that does not require it to be
engaged in close-in combat. They are missile
systems, air defence missile systems, multi-
ple-launch rocket systems, long-range artillery
guns that can fire precision-guided munitions .

Jhis section is of particular topicality when consid-
ering cross-border influence and stand-off strikes
and bombardments against Ukraine during
mid-20L4, in the absence of any overt incursion. ln
an appendix entitled "Views of Foreign Military
Analysts," Rogovoy holds a mirror to U.S. re-evalua-
tions of the role of land forces, and of the threats
that the U.S. Army must counter. The result is a
fascinating "view from the side" on the current
debate over force restructuring. lt can be assumed
that Rogovoy's views and assumptions are not that
far removed from those of his colleagues develop-
ing specific plans relating to U.S. military power. As
such, the appendix should also be examined close-
ly, since it is indicative of how the U.S. debate, and
its likely results, may be perceived by these plan-
ners.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOM MEN DATIONS

lf the trajectory of increasing Russian budget and
capability, and decreases in the budget and capa-
bility of European militaries, continue indefinitely,
then obviously the two trends will eventually inter-
sect and Russia will have achieved its goal of over-
matching modern Western militaries. But Russia

does not have to wait that long. A combination of
the political will to use force, and a variety of other
tools at Russia's disposal to influence target states,
serve as force multipliers in Russian security calcu-
lus. lt follows that in order to feel confident enough
to mount a challenge to the United States, Russia

does not need a large, powerful, modern force
equivalent to that of the United States in every
aspect of capability. Russia under President Putin
has shown, both in Syria and Ukraine, that only
small and tangential amounts of actual applied
military force are needed to accomplish their politi-
cal goals. ln Syria, the primary goal of preventing a
U.S. military intervention and regime change was
achieved by a mix of hard, persistent diplomatic
efforts and support for the Asad regime with
money, weapons, and political protection in the
United Nations (UN). ln Ukraine, Moscow startled
the world by moving mass amounts of its land
forces quickly and effectively to the border with

Ukraine. But in the early stages of the conflict, tlc
main role of those forces was then to'sit on
border, augmenting and depleting as required :rr

order to focus the attention of the West like e
hypnotist's watch, while only small groups of
Russian special operations forces actually conduct-
ed warfare inside Ukraine. And yet, putin is still
accomplishing his goals: undermining the petro
Poroshenko government, keeping Ukraine within
the Russian sphere of influence, portraying Russia
to the domestic audience as a strong power
successfully deterring U.S. ambition, and last but
not least, sending a strong message, to other states
in Russia's vicinity not to step out of line. At the
same time, Ukraine also demonstrates another key
facet of current Russian military policy; that of
faking it till you make it. Some Western analysts are
prone to the error of confusing Russian ability to
conduct large-scale military exercises with an
ability to actually wage large-scale war, with little
assessment of how and whether those exercises
actually result in improved combat capability.
Russian military transformation remains a work in
progress, and further capability improvements are
to be expected. But in the meantime, the progress
of the campaigns in Ukraine and Crimea show that
Russia is already willing to make use of those parts
of its land forces that have already reached an
acceptable level of capability, even as the broad
mass of those forces is still under par. According to
one view, the primary benefit accruing to Russia
from the recent large scale exercises, over and
above practicing the actual movement of troops, is
propaganda and intimidation. These tallies with
the role of the Russian troops opposite the border
with eastern Ukraine, who initially facilitated
Russian objectives simply by being there as a
potential problem, rather than by actually doing
anything. But the development path of Russian
military capability overall has been clear for some
time, and greater parts of that military will be
considered ready for use as time passes. Two
responses to this situation are essential; first,
proper investment in the analytical capability to
watch, understand, and predict Russia (and proper
attention paid to the results of that analysis); and
second, ensuring that land forces do not become
sufficiently hollowed out to tip the balance of
Russian security calculations in favor of challenging
them.

The United States does not, as yet, suffer from the
deficiencies in analytical capacity on Russia that
plague partner nations such as the United Kingdom
(UK). Nonetheless, the degree of surprise which
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appears to have overtaken the United States not
only at operations in Crimea, but at the Russian

military's new capabilities as demonstrated in

exercises throughout 2013, argues that the conclu-
sions reached by that capacity are either flawed, or
correct but not being passed high enough up the
intelligence food chain to reach decision makers.
The paths that led to the current condition and use

of Russian Land power were both long and
well-signposted. This allowed scholars, even at the
dawn of the Putin era, to place essentialcaveats on

the development of relations with Russia, and

more recently, for warnings to be issued in 2013 on
the implications for Russia's neighbors of Moscow's
development of its new military tool.

The manner in which Russia defends its perceived

interests is sufficiently well-known, and Moscow's
declaratory policy sufficiently pellucid, that after
Georgia and now Ukraine, some form of Russian

military intervention against NATO member states
in the future should no longer be automatically
discounted by forecasters. There is no doubt irreg-
ular warfare has become a principal method of
conflict in the 21st century. However, this should
not lead to a reduced emphasis on the primary
importance of maintaining sufficient conventional
Land power. As put in one Australian review: lt may
be that, in some cases, the pendulum has swung
too far in favour of irregular warfare in terms of
training and the development of concepts of oper-
ations.. . . A large military has the inherent capacity
to train a certain part of the force to cater for the
irregular aspects in the conduct of conflict while
continuing to maintain a majority of the force
oriented towards its raison d'6tre-the defence of
the sovereignty of the nation against any and all

attacks. A reduced size and capability of U.S. Land
power to respond to large conventional military
threats inevitably reduces the risk element in
another nation's calculus when considering using
military force to achieve its political goals, thereby
making this option more attractive. While a

conventional land force attack on U.S. territory
seems entirely unlikely, NATO nations are acutely
aware that infringements of their sovereignty
become increasingly probable as Russia continues
its campaign of assertiveness in Eastern Europe.
The result is that: There is an acknowledged need
for armed forces within NATO and partner nations
to change focus from insurgency-related opera-
tions back to more classic forms of state on state,
warfare. Land warfare tactics and operational art
against modern but more traditional large scale

troop formations need to be developed and

trained.

Regardless of the reluctance of some NATO allies to
take an interest in funding their own defense, if the
United States is to continue to safeguard its vital
interests in Europe, it is essentialto pay continued
close attention to conventional Land power. This is
necessary
to ensure the flexibility not only to respond to
further highly likely adverse developments in Euro-
pean security, but also globally wherever the
United States has interests and friends with land
borders. ln short, being prepared for irregular
warfare is important, but maintaining sufficient
Land power to deter adversaries effectively is

essential.

Adapted from an article published by Strategic Studies
lnstitute and U.S. Army War College Press. All Strategic Studies
lnstitute (SSl) and U.S. Army War College (USAWC) Press
publications may be downloaded free of charge from the SSI

website. SSI publications may be quoted or reprinted in part or
in full with permission and appropriate credit given to the U.S.

Army Strategic Studles lnstitute and U.S.Army War College
Press, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA.
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THE ADVENT OF THE DRONES

"Drones" are probably the most advanced equipment in the field of robotics, aeronautics and
ics. The technical name of drones is "Unmanned AerialVehicles" (UAVs). They are aerial vehicles
come in wide varieties of sizes, shapes and functions, which are controlled either by remote or
systems from the ground. They are generally used to carry out tasks in which manned flight is consi
to be risky. Drones mostly find use in military services, but are now days finding use in various
operations such as search and rescue, weather analysis etc. They are known for their "precision"
"stealth" features. Drones have carried out monumental tasks in preventing terrorist attacks and
ing important Taliban leaders, including the surveillance of the infamous "Osama Bin Laden".

How Do They Work?

First let us look at the construction of a drone. A typical drone is made of light composite materials
reduce weight and increase manoeuvrability. Also, the composite material strength allows it to cruise
extremely high altitudes. They are equipped with state of the art infra-red cameras, Global Positioniq[
Systems (GPS), laser or GPS guided missiles and other top secret systems. They can be either controlled
by remotes or a ground cockpit. Drones come in a wide variety of sizes, some which can be launched by
hand to some which require short runways. A UAV system has two parts, the drone itself and the control
system. The plane is controlled from the ground by trained combat pilots or programmers. The surveif.
Iance data is sent to satellites from which it is received by the ground forces to form the attack strategies
and vulnerable areas in the enemy's camp. Drones can fly at extremely high altitudes to avoid detection.
Along with all these features, comes a heavy price tag. A military drone along with the control system
costs about 50 million US dollars.

The nose of the drone is where allthe sensors and navigational systems are present. The rest of the body
is complete innovation since there is no loss for space to accommodate humans and also light weighl
The engineering materials used to build the drone are highly complex composites which can absorb
vibration which decreases the noise produced. They can be equipped with missiles to exterminate
targets or to provide support to the ground forces.

The most popular drones today are of the US Armed Forces, the MQ-9 Reaper and the Mq-lB Predator.
ln fact, they played a key role in gathering intelligence to the whereabouts of Osama Bin Laden. The MQ
18 Predator is more of a surveillance and intelligence gathering drone; it was not made for hunting
unlike its comrade, the MQ - 9 Reaper which can carry up to four hellfire missiles (standard attack
missiles of the USAF) or laser guided missiles. The reaper is also less vulnerable to ground attacks when
it flies at low altitudes since it is faster than the predator.

Applications of the "Drone"

When it was developed, the drone was meant to carry out surveillance and intelligence operations.
Since it had removed the "human sacrifice" factor, it found further importance in other fields which
involved risking human lives such as, search and rescue, to locate defects in a structure, to locate bombs.
Today, an army which has a fleet of drones is considered to have the upper hand. lf we look at the key
uses of drones they can be listed as follows:

a

a

a

a

a

a

To provide intelligence and tactical support
To check for bombs and dangerous devices on roads and landing areas

To hack into phone lines or computers to gather information
To observe traffic and public behaviour
To provide air support
To follow or attack suspicious targets

Future of the Drones:
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New applications are coming into picture as the work efficiency and tolerlnce capacity of th6 drones

have surpassed all expectations. The USA and British are the prominent figures in UAV development.

Recently lndia has also joined the picture by releasing its own drones.

proponents say that drones have decimated terrorist networks abroad via precise strikes with minimal

civilian casualties. They contend that drones are relatively inexpensive weapons, are used under proper

government oversight, and that their use helps prevent "boots on the ground" combat and makes Amer-

ica safer.

Opponents say that drone strikes create more terrorists than they kill. They contend that drone strikes

kill large numbers of civilians, violate international law, lack sufficient congressional oversight, violate

the sovereignty of other nations, and make the horrors of war appear as innocuous as a video game'

Developments and modifications are constantly being done on the structure and internal electronics.

The new "helicopter drone" released by the US army carries a 1.8 giga pixel camera to provide clear

ground images even from high altitudes. The sensors carried in the drones are also being made sharper

to provide higher aerial surveillance. Programming software of the drone is being developed such that
the drone can take its own decision in situations where human error is probable. The USA has constantly

been utilizing their fleet of drones over Pakistan,Yemen, Somalia and Afghanistan in the fight against

terrorism.

Earliest Drones

The first recorded use of attack drones occurred on July 15, 1849 when the Habsburg Austrian Empire

launched 200 pilotless balloons armed with bombs against the revolution-minded citizens of Venice.

Reconnaissance balloons were flown in the US Civil War by Union and Confederate forces in order to
provide intelligence information ahead of a battle and to direct ground artillery fire during battle. ln

L944 Japan released 9,000 bomb-laden balloons across the Pacific, intending to cause forest fires and

panic in the western United States.

The modern electronically-controlled military drone traces its origins to the 1930s when the British Royal

Navy developed the Queen Bee, a radio-controlled drone used for aerial target practice by British pilots.

Technology developed by the US Navy during World War I was used to propel and stabilize drones on

intelligence-gathering missions in Europe during World War ll and over Vietnam, China, and North Korea

during the Vietnam War.

What ls a Drone?

Today, companies have developed dozens of drone models ranging in size from large, solar-powered,

fixed-wing aircraft to small helicopter-like devices designed to mimic hummingbirds, all with a wide

range of prices and capabilities. The two most widely-used attack drones are the MQ-1 Predator (which

the US military ceased purchasing in Feb. 2011) and the upgraded MQ-g Reaper, both developed by

military contractor General Atomics Aeronautical Systems. The Predator and Reaper are prized for their

ability to hover thousands of feet above a target for hours and relay high-resolution live surveillance. The

Predator was first deployed by NATO convoys as a surveillance and intelligence gathering tool for spot-

ting Serbian artillery during the Bosnian war in 1995, while the Reaper was first deployed in2007 during

the lraq and Afghanistan wars.

The Reaper is powered by a 900 horsepower turboprop engine with a maximum speed of about 276

miles per hour. lt has a wingspan of 65 feet, is 35 feet long, 12.5 feet high, carries a maximum payload of

3,850 pounds, and can be armed with a variety of weaponry, including up to 14 missiles or a combination

of four missiles and two laser-guided bombs. Thi$ drone has a range of 3,682 miles, an operational

altitude of 50,000 ft, and a maxirnum flight time of 27 hours, making it especially useful for long-term

operations. The Reaper carries approximately 15 times the amount of ordnance payload of the Predator,
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and cruises at nearly three times the speed.

The Pros and Cons of Drones

Drones have received a lot of publicity lately in the nightly news, and I have noticed many inconsistencies
about them that I would like to clear up.

First, drones have many different names. Typically, they are often referred to as "killer drones,, and
"attack drones"; howeve; they are also sometimes called "spy drones" or "surveillance drones,'. NoE
that these more detailed names may imply restricted functionality; however; they may not. Thus, thay
do cause some minor confusion.

The most technically accurate name for a drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle or UAV for short. This UAV
name helps define drones as unmanned or not piloted by an onboard person. Furthermore, they are
aerial vehicles or flying aircrafts. Drones are basically scaled up functionally model airplanes that serve a
more utilitarian purpose rather than jrist for enjoyment of flying a remote controlled aircraft that hobby-
ists are known to build and fly.

And drones can be both remote controlled by a pilot and/or controlled by a computer. ln other words,
drones can be preprogrammed to carry out certain actions without direct human piloting.

To confuse the definition of drones furthel some non-flying robots are also sometimes called drones.

With just the name and definition of drones being so wide and confusing, it is no wonder that people are
also confused by the advantages and disadvantages of drones. So without further explanation of what
drones are, here are the pros and cons of UAVs or drones.

The Advantages of Drones

1. Saves Lives: The most obvious advantage of drones is that they greatly reduce putting military
personnel in harm's way or in combat.

2. low Cost: The second most obvious advantage of drones is their low cost, because they are signifi
cantly cheaper to purchase, fuel, and maintain than regular airplanes.

3. Low Risk: Since drones are smaller and can fly lower than traditional airplanes, there is less risk to
military hardware.

4' Operational Hours: Without a human pilot, drones can stay in operation for significantly longer
hours of operation without fatigue. Additionally, drone pilots or operators can easily hand off
controls of a drone without any operational downtime.

5. Accuracy: Drones can have more pinpoint accuracy from greater distances, thus reducing collateral
damage to civilians and infrastructure.

6' Lethal: Drones are as lethal to enemy combats as regular airplanes.
7. Spying: Years before drones were used in combat; drones have proven to increase surveillance,

reconnaissance, and general military intelligence.

8' Deployment: Finally, drones are significantly easier and faster to deploy than most alternatives.
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The Disadvantages of Drones

1. Limited Abitities: Drones have obvious limitations. For example, they cannot communiJate with
civilians for more detailed intelligence. Drones cannot capture surrendering military personnel, aban-
doned hardware, or military bases. Drones cannot go from door to door, at least, not yet.

2' Civilian Losses: Drone warfare often causes collateral damages in civilian lives and property, as well
as traditional warfare too.

3. Counterproductive and Destabilizing: Civilian opinions about drones are typically negative, since

they are viewed as an invasion force. The mere presence of drones has been known to convert civilians
into military combats. Furthermore, when drones cause collateral damage, such as killing civilians and
damaging civilian property, the opinions of civilians decrease even more so. Additionally, some cultures
believe the use of drones as not brave and cold hearted. As a result, drones are sometimes counter-
productive by more destabilizing ome regions.

4. Too Easy: By making drone warfare very similar to video games, drone warfare makes combat too
easy by diminish-ing ethical decisions.

5. Work and Personal Life Balance: Some drone pilots or operators have difficulty switching between
combat mode at work and civilian mode while not working. This is especially difficulty when drone
pilots have minimal transition periods between work and personal, if any at all.

6. Take Over: Finally, the worst case scenario is when drones or a fleet of drones have been comman-
deered or taken control by the enemy. While security measures help make this possibility more
difficult, it will never beimpossible.

Around the world, militaries are continuing to use drones, because they believe the advantages of UAVs
outweigh the disadvantages. Furthermore, militaries are even increasing the number of UAVs in their
arsenals.

Drones have always risen to the occasion whenever they were needed. They are truly an engineering
spectacle, containing the best of mechanical, electronics and software technology. There just might be a
day when today's generation tells their grandchildren that aircrafts were manned by human pilots.

This article was compiled by researching openly available articles on the internet by the editors solely
as a matter of academic interest
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SPIRUUNA - THE WONDER FOOD

OF THE FUTURE
Cdtinted as a Pioneering Project in Sri Lanka

By

Maj.Gen.WJTKFernando

Spirulina b a blue-green algae that

o Eliminates Malnutrition in Children and Pregnant & Lactating Mothers

o Stimulates the immune system and destroys invading disease organisms and
carcinqens.

o Potentiates the immune system with its anti-tumol antiviral and interferon
inducing effects.

o Helps to sanitise the bowels by detoxifying the colon and promotes the growth of
friendly bacteria.

o Promotes tissue repair in wounds and burns and has anti-infectious properties.

o Decreases cholesterol levels and helps to lower the risk of cardiovascular disease.

o Works as an anti-inflammatory, helping to reduce the inflammation characteristic
of arthritis.

o Provides superior nutritional support for anyone who is weakened by disease,
alcohol or drug abuse.

o Helps to balance RNA and DNA nucleic acids.

o Curbs the appetite and helps to stimulate the metabolism.

For further details please contact the pioneer at kamatrf@gmail.com
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